
 

 

 

Standards / SEL Connections: 
LAFS.ELA-LITERACY.910-1112.SL.1-3, LAFS.ELA-LITERACY.910-1112.RH.2.4, 
LAFS.SS.912.H.1, LAFS.SS.912.H.2, LAFS.SS.912.H.3.3 
SEL-Identity and Agency, Social Skills, & Public Spirit 
 
Essential Question:   What can we learn about diverse cultures and inclusion through the 
foods we eat? 
 
Objective: Students will discuss their favorite ethnic foods to each other, which will 
identify the qualities of the various diverse cultures we have in America.  Cultural 
inclusion, through food, will be discussed by incorporating EOD artwork and quotes, 
along with other educational sources. 
 
Resources:  

• Lesson PowerPoint 
• Paper and pencil 

 
Direct Instruction:  
Slide 1: Definition of inclusion.  Leave this up on the board a bit and have class quietly 
read and reflect on the definition.  Take a few moments to discuss with students how 
they see inclusion. (5 mins) 
 
Slide 2:  Have students analyze the artwork quietly.  READ – Artist Statement: 
 
“Food is so much more than a source of survival.  Food is also a source of pleasure, 
comfort and security.  Food nourishes our bodies but can also nourish our families and our 
communities.  Food is one of the most important and constant aspects of tradition and 
culture.  Throughout the world food is used to celebrate holidays, ceremonies and family 
gatherings.  Peoples cultures often effect what food they eat, when they eat it and how 
they prepare food.  These traditions connect us to our history, our background and to one 
another.  Food cultures also represent the wisdom gained and shared through thousands 
of years of research and observation with food.” (5 mins) 
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 Slide 3:  Have students compare/contrast the mood/tone of the image and the quote 
quietly.  ASK:  
 
1. What does this quote mean to you? 
2. How would encouraging all to contribute to the meal improve inclusion?   
 
Go back to the definition we shared on Slide 1 if needed.  (5 - 10 mins) 
 
Slide 4:  ACTIVITY –  
 
1. Pair up students.  Have them interview each other about their encounters with ethnic 
foods. Each student will need to learn their partner’s favorite ethnic food, how often they 
eat it, and whether it is part of their family’s heritage, cultural background or something 
that was introduced through social circles/peers.  Have students write down the 
information to share later. 
 
2.  Reconvene the group/class.  Ask volunteer pairs to stand and briefly introduce their 
partner, then continue summarizing what was discovered through their interview 
process.   
 
3.  Questions to reflect on whole group -What is the connection between food and 
culture?  Give specific examples in everyday life.  Explore how food/cultural inclusion 
relate to society, such as social gatherings, parties, formal events etc.  For example, do 
students realize that certain religious groups do not eat pork?  Discuss whether the types 
of food found in society have been affected by inclusion?  In what ways has food/cultural 
inclusion improved our society?  (20 mins) 

Slide 5:  Essential Question – Discuss and reflect.   (10 mins) 
 
Extensions:  
Have students create a class recipe book.  Recipes can be added throughout the year and 
shared.  HARD COPY - could be kept in a large 3 ring binder.  Students may borrow 
and/or add recipes to the binder all year. BLOG/WEBSITE -   Teacher could create a 
classroom blog or website that contained recipes.  Students could add to the 
blog/website after the teacher has approved the recipe.  Students should share how the 
recipe turned out with class afterwards.  End of year classroom goals could be celebrated 
by preparing some of the recipes for the class.  


